
Humor
Olga and the Smelly ThingOlga and the Smelly Thing
from Nowherefrom Nowhere
by Elise Gravel
Discovering a grumpy, smelly, fussy
creature in her garbage can that she
names after herself, Olga befriends and
studies the eccentric Olgamus using the
scientific method.
J FJ Fiction Griction Gravavel, Eliseel, Elise

Goldilocks, Go HomeGoldilocks, Go Home
by Martha Freeman
Baby Bear and Goldilocks contentiously
relate the events of an action-packed
week in the Enchanted Forest when
Goldilocks stays with the three bears
waiting for the Big Bad Wolf to leave.
J FJ Fiction Fiction Frreeman, Meeman, Marthaartha

Unbelievably Boring BartUnbelievably Boring Bart
by James Patterson
The twelve-year-old anonymous genius
creator of a popular video game app is
challenged to decide between revealing
himself to his classmates to become
instantly popular, or to use the game
secretly to get back at bullies.
J FJ Fiction Piction Pattatterson, Jerson, Jamesames

King Flashypants and the EvilKing Flashypants and the Evil
EmperorEmperor
by Andy Riley
Nine-year-old King Edwin is loved by his
people, but when he runs out of money,
evil Emperor Nurbison sees it as a
chance to seize control of Edwinland.
J FJ Fiction Riction Rileileyy, Andy, Andy

Best Babysitters EverBest Babysitters Ever
by Caroline Cala
Inspired by the example of The
Babysitters Club, three twelve-year-old
friends start a babysitting club to earn
money for an epic birthday bash only to
be confronted by the unexpected realities
of the job.
J FJ Fiction Cala, Cariction Cala, Carolineoline

Camp Shady CrookCamp Shady Crook
by Lee Gjertsen Malone
Budding con artists Archie and Vivien
spend a summer at a dilapidated,
mismanaged Vermont camp competing
to get whatever they want from their
fellow campers.
J FJ Fiction Miction Malone, Lalone, Lee Gjertsenee Gjertsen

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello'sEscape from Mr. Lemoncello's
LibraryLibrary
by Chris Grabenstein
Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new
town library (designed by gamemaker
Luigi Lemoncello) before realizing he
must work with friends to solve puzzles in
order to escape the next morning.
J FJ Fiction Griction Grabenstabenstein, Chrisein, Chris

Dog ManDog Man
by Dav Pilkey
George and Harold create a new comic
book hero in Dog Man, a crimefighter with
the head of a police dog and the body of
a policeman, who faces off against his
archnemesis, Petey the cat.
J GrJ Graphic Naphic Noovvel Pilkel Pilkeeyy, Dav, Dav

SquirmSquirm
by Carl Hiaasen
Billy Dickens discovers that his
mysterious father lives in Montana, so this
summer Billy will fly across the country,
hike a mountain, float a river, dodge a
grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, and
save his own father.
J FJ Fiction Hiction Hiaasen, Carliaasen, Carl

Knights vs. DinosaursKnights vs. Dinosaurs
by Matt Phelan
With the realm at peace and few dragons
about, the Knights of the Round Table are
bored, so Merlin sends them to face the
most terrible lizards of all--dinosaurs.
J FJ Fiction Phelan, Miction Phelan, Mattatt
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Humor
Crushing ItCrushing It
by Joanne Levy
Middle school is bad enough for
braces-wearing, manga-loving,
uncoordinated Kat, but helping her two
best friends get together will mean that
Kat has no chance of winning Tyler's
affection for herself.
J FJ Fiction Liction Leevyvy, J, Joanneoanne

Exit StrategyExit Strategy
by Lauren Allbright
When his father's illness prompts their
frequently moving family to settle down in
a permanent home, twelve-year-old
Ross, a kid famed for pranks at his
previous schools, tries to master the art of
being funny to secure his popularity.
J FJ Fiction Allbrighiction Allbrightt, L, Lauraurenen

The Vanderbeekers of 141st StreetThe Vanderbeekers of 141st Street
by Karina Yan Glaser
Informed by their landlord that he will not
be renewing their lease on the home
where they have always lived, the five
Vanderbeeker siblings decide to prove to
their curmudgeonly landlord just how
wonderful they are as tenants.
J FJ Fiction Glaseriction Glaser, K, Karina Yarina Yanan

Invisible EmmieInvisible Emmie
by Terri Libenson
The lives of two middle school girls, one a
quiet artist, the other a popular
overachiever, intersect on a day shaped
by a misdelivered note, crushes,
humiliations, boredom, and drama.
J FJ Fiction Libenson, Tiction Libenson, Terrierri

Fake MustacheFake Mustache
by Tom Angleberger
Lenny is the only one standing between
his evil-genius friend, Casper, and world
domination as Casper uses a fake
mustache and hypnosis to rob banks,
amass a fortune, and run for president.
J FJ Fiction Angleberiction Anglebergerger, T, Tomom

One Mixed-up NightOne Mixed-up Night
by Catherine Newman
Unbeknownst to their parents,
twelve-year-olds Frankie and Walter
spend the night in an IKEA store.
J FJ Fiction Niction Newman, Catherineewman, Catherine

Dream On, AmberDream On, Amber
by Emma Shevah
Abandoned by her father at a young age,
half-Japanese, half-Italian middle
schooler Amber Miyamoto must dream
up a way for her and her sister to make it
on their own while making friends at her
new school.
J FJ Fiction Sheiction Shevvah, Eah, Emmamma

Sam Wu is Not Afraid ofSam Wu is Not Afraid of
GhostsGhosts
by Katie Tsang
After an embarrassing incident on his
school field trip, Sam is determined to
prove that he is not afraid of ghosts.
J FJ Fiction Tiction Tsang, Ksang, Katieatie

Abraham Lincoln, Pro WrestlerAbraham Lincoln, Pro Wrestler
by Steve Sheinkin
Abby and her stepbrother, Doc, must
persuade Abraham Lincoln to play his
part in history after one too many
comments about history being boring
cause him to go on strike.
J FJ Fiction Sheinkin, Stiction Sheinkin, Steevvee

Tales of a Fourth GradeTales of a Fourth Grade
NothingNothing
by Judy Blume
Peter finds his demanding
two-and-a-half-year-old brother an ever
increasing problem.
J FJ Fiction Blume, Jiction Blume, Judyudy

The Super Life of Ben BraverThe Super Life of Ben Braver
by Marcus Emerson
Ben Braver is sent to a secret school
where kids with super abilities learn to
control their powers, even though he
does not have any super abilities and no
one has ever thought he could be special.
J FJ Fiction Eiction Emerson, Mmerson, Mararcuscus

ClementineClementine
by Sara Pennypacker
While sorting through difficulties in her
friendship with her neighbor Margaret,
eight-year-old Clementine gains several
unique hairstyles while also helping her
father in his efforts to banish pigeons
from the front of their apartment building.
J FJ Fiction Piction Pennennypackypackerer, Sar, Saraa
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